June/July 2022

The winter blossoms of Port Fairy

SEMESTER 2 COMMENCES IN AUGUST
Offering over 30 Courses and Small Interest Groups: Art, Music, Literature, Writing,
Exercise, Games, Natural History, Craft, Life Sciences,
Political Philosophy,
Local History and more…..

U3A Choir

Stargazing

New courses including:

New Topics for Bendigo Bank Talks
and Science...Naturally!

Introduction to Auslan

Three Weeks of Knitting

Silk Paper Making

If you attended Semester 1 courses that are continuing, you are automatically enrolled for
Semester 2—unless have notified the course leader that you wish to withdraw.
Contact your course leader if you need further information.
If you wish to enrol in any new or ongoing courses, email u3aportfairy@gmail.com
and we will forward your information on to the course leader.
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Dear Readers

NEWSLETTER HELP NEEDED!
I am stepping down from the committee in November after over 3 years.
Is there anyone within our 200+ membership who could take on producing our newsletter
– or part of the newsletter? You will need Word or Publisher skills.
Also, we need assistance with Marketing and Events: producing and distributing flyers
e.g., for Open Days or special events. These are distributed around Port Fairy at locations
including the Community house, Library, and some shop windows.
I am happy to mentor and share my skills in this area, but would love someone to take the
responsibility of this service to our members.

Help and support is also available from the U3A Network on how to create a newsletter and
other marketing tasks.
This may be the opportunity to give our Newsletter a new look!
Please give me a call if you would like to be part of shaping U3A into the future.
Maggie Currie
0419290232

mmcurrie@gmail.com

Calling for U3A Port Fairy Photographers and Writers
1. Port Fairy Stories
Details on page 14. And see Wendy Smyrk’s Port Fairy Story on the same page.

2. Photo for front page :If you have a good Port Fairy seasonal photo for the
front page of the Newsletter— please send it in. The next newsletter will be
August/September.

FROM OUR PRESIDENT
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Reflections on our successful Semester 1
As we complete our 1st Semester program there is much to celebrate. U3A Port
Fairy members have embraced our diverse range of courses and appreciated the
high quality of leaders and presenters. Members have enjoyed learning to play
Mah Jong, and Petanque, mastering the tricky rules of Cryptic Crosswords and the
fine art of Embroidery, delving into the American Civil War, Great Composers
and the First Australians guided by our knowledgeable leaders, participating in
lively discussions of Current Affairs and in small interest groups like Family
History and the writing of Helen Garner. And many more wonderful courses! The
monthly Thursday lectures sponsored by the Community Bank have covered
fascinating topics by speakers who were engaging and informative, passionate
about their professional experiences and their areas of knowledge. Other highlights
of the Semester have included the field trips to explore the Ecology of the South
West led by our enthusiastic trio of scientists: John Miller, Mike Raetz and Philip
du Guesclin, the short course: Ikigai that revealed the Japanese Secret to a Long
and Happy life, and Yoga with its blend of Sanskrit philosophy, yoga postures and
meditation.
This Semester I have again been directly involved in the U3A Port Fairy program
as a participant and a course leader. It has been a joy to discuss books, history and
ideas, to learn new concepts and skills with other U3A members, and to
experience the friendships that have developed within course groups. As the
leader of Australian Historical Fiction and the Writing group I have so enjoyed
each session with participants who are passionate readers, thinkers and writers.
Having an opportunity to lead a course is rewarding and stimulating, and
certainly compensates for the time spent in preparing the sessions!

Our exciting Semester 2 program

U3A PORT FAIRY
COMMITTEE
Kate Donelan,
President
0404 180 687
Maggie Currie,
Vice President,
Planning & Communications
0419 290 232

Sue Knudsen,
Secretary
0408 589 934
Carole Howlett,
Treasurer
0417 714 391
Sue Goy,
Course Development
0438 217 260

Mary Kerr,
PFCH Liaison
0428 432 896

Our 2nd Semester program includes new and ongoing courses. You can learn the
language of Auslan, make silk paper, participate in three weeks of knitting,
examine the wonders of the stars, explore the philosophy of political movements,
and join our U3A choir.

David Wilson
annedave2@bigpond.com

In the Lecture Hall there will be new topics and a range of interesting speakers for
our monthly Thursday morning talks and Science..Naturally! in the afternoon.
More information about the topics and speakers for Semester 2 and course details
will be emailed to each member. Course information is also available on the
website.

Tim Doeg
Crowe.doeg@bigpond.com

….. Continued next page

Lorraine Mielnik
lorrainemielnik@gmail.com

Robyn Carter
robynmarymay@gmail.com
John Coldham
john.coldham@hallandwilcox.com.au

u3aportfairy@gmail.com

www.u3aportfairy.com

FROM OUR PRESIDENT
President’s Report …. Continued
We are delighted that our U3A Choir has now started under the skilled leadership of musician and
performer, Jillian Gundermann. As we were unable to find a choir leader from within the U3A Port
Fairy community the Committee made the decision to search externally for a leader with appropriate
skills and training and to pay her an honorarium. This is funded by each Choir member contributing $5
per session. The health and well-being benefits of singing in a choir are clearly established and on that
basis we have applied for a grant to cover the expenses of establishing and running the U3A choir. We
will know in July whether we have been successful. Although in other U3As it is quite common to pay
leaders who have specialist qualifications and training, we regard the payment of leaders as an exception
for U3A Port Fairy. We endorse the U3A model where members volunteer their time, skills and
knowledge as course leaders. A Committee working group is currently developing a set of policies and
criteria to guide us if we consider any payment of leaders in the future.
Covid Safe Measures Continue
We are now in the 3rd year of the pandemic and with covid still very much around. Our decision that all
members of U3A Port Fairy need to be fully vaccinated to participate in U3A courses and activities in
2022 was a prudent measure. Course leaders have been diligent in ensuring rooms are well-ventilated
and that sensible covid-safety procedures are followed. We have used a range of venues, in addition to
the rooms at Port Fairy Community House, to accommodate the courses and prevent over-crowding. As
the winter approaches the Committee will monitor the covid risk and, if necessary, reintroduce mask
wearing.
Course Leaders Forum
The Committee recognizes that our course leaders are vital to the ongoing success of U3A Port Fairy.
Early in June, the Committee invited all course leaders to join us for a celebratory morning tea and a
round table discussion. I spoke about planning for the future, and the importance of sustaining quality
courses and supporting course leaders. Those at the forum shared their experiences as leaders of a wide
range of courses. Their insights into how they organized, managed and led their courses and
communicated with their participants were invaluable. Course leaders also talked about their challenges
with the use of technology in some venues, problems with members who enrolled in a course but did not
attend or communicate with the leader, and the importance of respectful discussions and not using
mobile phones during classes (unless in an emergency!) There were many other constructive
suggestions that the Committee will take up including ideas for improving the enrolment process,
timetabling, developing new courses through collaboration between course leaders, and strategies to
encourage and mentor members to become course leaders. The value of meeting together and sharing
experiences as a group of course leaders was a strong message from the forum.
Upcoming break and enrolments for Semester 2
I’d be grateful if you would spread the word about our enrolment session on Tuesday 21 June from
10-12. Your friends can join U3A Port Fairy on that day and enroll in 2nd Semester courses. Course
enrolments are also available through emailing us: u3aportfairy@gmail.com
Please enjoy a relaxing semester break in July before we begin our 2nd semester program in August.

Kate Donelan
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Meet your new committee members
Tim Doeg
After moving to Port Fairy from Melbourne with partner
Carolyn in 2008, Tim joined U3A as soon as it began and was
delighted at the addition of U3A to the wide variety of activities
available in the town. The range of courses offered and the
range of skills available in such a small community continues
to surprise.
Tim has presented sections of courses associated with the
Science Naturally course, and over the past two years has been
course leader of the group learning to solve cryptic crosswords.
Tim was born in Melbourne and after graduating from Monash University in 1979, he worked as a freshwater
ecologist, researching and advising on the ecology and management of rivers and wetlands with the Museum
of Victoria and the Department of the “Environment” (under its many different names) until taking a
redundancy in 1999. He then worked as a solo consultant in the field until retiring in 2020.
Tim is interested in golf, petanque, cryptic crosswords, cooking, growing fruit and vegetables in the back yard,
wine, travel, walking the dog, Jasper (a border terrier) and supporting the Melbourne and Seagulls Football
Clubs. He volunteers with the Folk Festival and Jazz Festival Construction Crew.

Tim joined the U3A Committee of Management this year and now leads the Technical Sub-committee, helping
new course leaders navigate the smart TV and projector.

U3aA POR

Great work Tim!

U3aT FAIRY ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AT BLARNEY BOOKS

Robyn Carter
Robyn and her husband John (Jack) relocated from Horsham to Port Fairy at the end of
2018. They had been holidaying in our beautiful town for over 40 years and feel very
privileged to now be a permanent part of the community.
They have three children and nine young grandchildren who all love spending time in
Port Fairy.
Robyn joined U3A in 2019 and has participated in and greatly
enjoyed a number of the diverse courses on offer. She loves the
concept of enjoyable life-long learning combined with the
opportunity to connect and enjoy the company of other
members.
She already had a great appreciation for the generosity of the
tutors involved and now, as a very new committee member is
beginning to fully appreciate the extent of the hard work done by
the existing committee. She hopes to be able to contribute by
sharing that load so U3A can continue to meet the needs of the
members and be a vibrant asset within our community. Robyn is happily retired after a long career as a
physiotherapist .
Her interests include gardening , creative arts , travel and spending lots of time with those nine
grandchildren.
Thanks Robyn, great to have you on the committee!

NEWS AND EVENTS
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U3A Port Fairy presents the
Community Bank Port Fairy 2022 Lecture Series
2nd SEMESTER
10.00-11.00am at the Lecture Hall, Sackville Street

No need to sign up for these lectures—
plenty of room in the Lecture Hall—just come on down!
All welcome— Gold Coin donation for non-U3A Members
11 August : Mandy Watson - Southern Right Whales
Mandy Watson has a degree in Agricultural Science and 30+ years of experience working in the field of biodiversity
conservation. With a background in threatened species conservation, Mandy has been monitoring and protecting
whales in Victoria for over 25 years. She specialises in photo-identification research on Southern Right Whales. She
collaborates with scientists from around the world on research into population dynamics of this endangered species.
Mandy will discuss this work and will explain how to tell Southern Right Whales apart from each other, what we are
learning about their recovery as a species and what you can do to help.

8 September: Hycel Project - Deakin University, Warrnambool Campus
Located at Deakin University's Warrnambool Campus, Hycel is a regional hub of hydrogen expertise. With a focus on
technologies that use hydrogen rather than processes to produce it, Hycel translates lab results into real world
solutions. Hycel is developing hydrogen technologies for transport and gas industries and supporting education and
social licence initiatives.
At a global level, the hydrogen market is predicted to reduce carbon emissions by 6 billion tonnes annually, employ up
to 30 million people and be worth around US$2.5 trillion by 2050. Hycel is working with researchers, industry,
government and community to ready Australia for the hydrogen economy.

13 October: Heather Sheard - Benevolence or Cure?
Making the Port Fairy Hospital and Benevolent Asylum 1846-1926
More Information in the next newsletter—our see your course booklet

10 November: Graham Patterson Nature and History on the Coast of Western Victoria
More information in the next newsletter—or see your course booklet

With special thanks to our local Community Bank ...

NEWS FROM OUR COURSE LEADERS
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THE GREAT COMPOSERS
This year we began our journey through the History of Music by studying the Life and Works
of great composers. Moving in chronological order we looked in some detail at the
development of music through the works of Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,
Schubert, Schumann and Brahms.
We plan to take a break for the next semester and will resume our journey next year if there is interest with
the next group of composers including Liszt, Mendelssohn, Chopin, Tchaikovsky, Wagner and possibly
Berlioz or others yet to be decided – the list could be endless.
We have enjoyed sharing this beautiful music with the group
and thank you all for your interest. We look forward to
preparing for the next adventure in music.
Ruth and Eda

U3A Family History Group
Much is contributed to sessions by members of the group as each discuss their “finds”, their own research
needs, memorabilia and stories
Semester 1 Topics have included Resources available through the National, State Libraries
and Museums
Transportation/Convicts
Australian Women and the Vote
The Great Depression 1929— 1939
Emphasis has also been on the importance of networking
with other family members
Siblings and extended family to gather and document memories and stories from the past.
The President of Port Fairy Genealogical Society, Maria Cameron has been invited to our June 14th Session
to discuss her extensive Research experience—including her work relating to Australian Military
involvement in France during WW1.
Rhonda Allardice

0409427913

NEWS FROM OUR COURSE LEADERS

U3A CHOIR

The choir sessions in Semester 1 are acknowledged as being a great success by the members.
They have provided everyone with fellowship, fun and the opportunity to produce a variety of very
listenable music. Our leader Jillian has been enthusiastically welcomed and will be ably assisted by
an accompanist from our U3A membership in Semester 2.
Although the membership has grown to an expected maximum of thirty, attendance varies, which
could allow a few more U3A members to join. Anyone wishing to join should register their details
on the next enrolment day on 21 June at PFCH between 10am and 12pm. Alternatively, register
prior via email with David Wilson at annedave2@bigpond.com or u3aportfairy@gmail.com

David Wilson
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Classic Literature
So far this year our small group has read and discussed some amazing texts –
Elizabeth Gaskell’s North and South, Albert Camus’ The Plague, Mark Twain’s
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and John Salinger’s Catcher in The Rye.
We enjoyed challenging ourselves as we read works that many claim are some
of the great works of fiction and have had some amazing discussions. It is
always interesting to hear and gain an insight from other’s interpretations.
I am looking forward to the second half of the year and hearing and discussing our thoughts
on the book we are reading for July Joseph Heller’s Catch 22.

Mary Kerr

First Tuesday Book Group
This year we have been reading Year of Wonders (very appropriate after coming out of many
lockdowns!) and then People of the Book, both by Geraldine Brooks but very different reads!
Our book for June is Devotion by Hannah Kent. This book is much more than the love story it is
advertised to be. It is about the migration to South Australia by German people and what they do
with the country and take from the local indigenous people. Much of the story is taken up with the
journey to the port they leave from in Europe and the long sea voyage to get to Australia.
We try to explore different styles of book so encourage input from our members. Our next book is
True Believers by Sarah Krasnostein.
Happy reading!
Julie Fall

NEWS FROM OUR COURSE LEADERS
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Political Philosophy
Into the next Semester we will look at six specific 'isms':
Nationalism, Populism, Feminism, Ecologism, Multiculturalism,
and Fundamentalism.

Kevin O’Toole

Helen Garner Discussion Group – First Semester
During this semester our group has met each month to discuss three stories from “The Collected
Short Non Fiction” written by Helen Garner. Most of us were also fortunate to be able to attend
the function at Blarney Books where we were able to see Helen Garner in the flesh and hear her
discuss her writing.
Our group began during Covid as a small interest group but this model has proved to be perfect for
the discussion of Garner’s writing. I think I can say with confidence that we have all learnt from
each other through the discussion and interpretation of Garner’s work which has also evoked many
experiences from our own lives. I know I have gained much from listening to the contributions of
our group discussions. We will be continuing in Second semester.

Jill Burgoyne

Gallery Tours
This semester we are planning two visits.
1.

Off to Picasso at the National Gallery in August

2.

A tour of local Port Galleries later in the year

We also continue to enjoy our online gallery visits
recommended by Maureen.
Maggie and Mary

NEWS FROM OUR COURSE LEADERS

ESSAYS AND IDEAS
This month we talked about two very interesting female explorers and environmentalists.
Dervla Murphy from County Waterford, Ireland set out in the early ‘60s
from Ireland to India travelling by bicycle. Her first of many travel books
was Full Tilt. She continued travelling and writing into her 80s.

Cal Flyn from the Scottish Highlands has recently written a book on the
subject of life in the post human landscape.
Copies of these articles are available - mmcurrie@gmail.com

Maggie Currie

CURRENT AFFAIRS
How quickly the semester has passed and our rapidly changing world has given the group much to
discuss.
The main international topic, and this has evolved as a topic over 18
months, has been the increasing influence of China in all parts of the
world, from the Arctic to the Antarctic, from Africa to the Pacific
Islands.
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and the subsequent effects of sanctions on
Russia resulting in turmoil in the food, oil and gas industries worldwide
has also dominated discussion.
Changes in the geopolitical situation in Europe and The Pacific will
continue to be issues under discussion well into the future.
Since the last newsletter Australia has had a change of Government
and prior to the election we looked at our electoral system,
parliamentary terms, and the teaching of civics in schools.

Our group is meeting at “Charlie’s” now that winter has arrived and we find the atmosphere in the
back room conducive to good, lively discussion.
I look forward to semester two when I’m sure there will be a number of new issues, as
well as ongoing ones, to keep our minds alert.
Jan Addinsall
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Australian Historical Fiction
We have continued to meet monthly in the welcoming space of Blarney Books and Art!
In May and June we immersed ourselves in early Australian colonial history through the books of Jock
Serong and Kate Grenville. Both authors skillfully fill in the gaps in the historical record, illuminating the
past and helping us grapple with the legacy of English settlement. Following Jock’s engaging presentation
about the dark history of the Furneaux Islands, we discussed Preservation (2019) and The Burning Island
(2021). Both books vividly re-imagine dramatic and disturbing historic events that
occurred along the shipwreck coast and in Bass Strait.

In May we explored two versions of the remarkable life of Elizabeth Macarthur in the
fine historical biography by Michele Scott Tucker: Elizabeth Macarthur: A Life at the
Edge of the World (2018) and Kate Grenville’s A Room Made of Leaves (2020). In her
historical novel Grenville uses the device of a secret fictional memoir of Elizabeth
Macarthur, drawing on her letters and other historical documents with a warning to
readers: ‘do not believe too quickly’. The novel generated a lively critical discussion
about the plausibility of Grenville’s portrayal of the inner world of Elizabeth Macarthur
with its contemporary feminist lens.
Next semester we look forward to discussing historical novels by Peter Carey,
Tony Birch, Anna Funder and local writer Steven Conte.

Kate Donelan

Writing Group
A keen group of writers has met each month to talk about and share their writing.
In Semester 1 we focused on narrative non-fiction writing ie true stories drawn from
observation and life events. Group members completed a monthly task and read their short
pieces of writing during the sessions. Tasks included: a short descriptive piece based on the
place where you live; a character sketch of someone you have interacted with; and a true
story about living in Port Fairy or how you came to live in the southwest.
It is a small welcoming group and we have enjoyed the chance to respond to each other’s
writing and to offer constructive feedback.
Kate Donelan

Walking and Coffee Group
The Walk and Coffee Group meet every Monday at 9am at the Community House and it is a great
way to start the week.
Our walk has been taking us through Southcombe Park to The Passage, where we stop and admire the
view, we continue onto the wharf and then back to town for coffee and to continue our chat.
If anyone wishes to join us on a Monday morning you are most welcome, just ring.

Mary Kerr on 0428432896.

NEWS FROM OUR COURSE LEADERS
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Ecology of South-west Victoria
Over the first semester we have visited and explored the ecology of four
distinctive south-west Victorian vegetation types.
In March it was the Byaduk Caves to look at the Stony Rises Woodlands; April led
us to the Herb-rich Foothill Forests at Framlingham; then we dabbled in the salty,
soggy samphire community on the edge of the Moyne River in our own backyard;
and then it was off to the Coastal Mallee Scrub at Cape Nelson.
It just makes you realise what a wonderful area we live in and how special those
natural habitats are for not only the plants and animals but for our well-being.
In second semester will be travelling to four more natural wonders.
Cape Nelsen with Mike

John Miller

Byaduk Caves

Samphire on the Moyne

Cape Nelson with Philip

Science … naturally!
After the enforced Covid breaks it was great to be back learning about the wonders of our natural world.
We now understand a bit more about the complex management requirements of our south-western estuaries;
how the satellites buzzing around in the skies help with both weather predictions and the management of
natural resources; the range of prehistoric megafauna that roamed the beaches of the south west; and how
the inter-relationships between geology, ecology and culture have shaped our world.
We are indeed lucky to have such knowledgeable people in our local area who are willing to give freely of their
expertise to enrich our lives. Roll on semester 2.
John Miller

NEWS FROM OUR COURSE LEADERS
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Hatha Yoga U3A 2nd semester
The semester 2 U3a yoga course will combine accessible yoga postures and exercises with relaxation and the

philosophy of Hatha Yoga as seen through the Hatha Yoga Pradipika and the Gheranda Samita (Two ancient
texts on Hatha Yoga).
The main objective of hatha yoga is to create an absolute balance of the interacting activities and processes of the
energetic and mental forces in the body. Hatha Yoga is the most common type of yoga taught in modern society.
The ten week developmental course will progress through suitably staged postures and breath exercises to
provide appropriate exercise for all levels of fitness, improving strength and flexibility.
The science of Hatha yoga was designed by the ancient rishis and sages, for the evolution of mankind. Although
Hatha yoga is fantastic for creating a healthy flexible body, it is not simply a series of physical exercises. Yoga is
incredibly effective for releasing tension, creating deep relaxation, and slowing the busy mind. It is possible, by
cultivating awareness through the techniques of yoga, to develop a deep understanding of one’s body, energy,
and mind.
Hatha is a Sanskrit word meaning force and Hatha Yoga deals with the mental and energetic forces in our bodies.
In the body these energetic and mental forces interact with each other, respectively controlling, guiding and
directing the senses of action and of knowledge. These mental and energetic forces combine to give the body,
strength, flexibility, balance, coordination, static-dynamic endurance, relaxation, and joint alignment. Due to them
we live, move, think and know.

In the practices of hatha yoga we are concerned with the balance of these two interacting forces of body and
mind. Body is part of the mind, and mind is part of the body.
Mind and body are not two separate realities.
Experience the balance of Hatha Yoga.
Hari Om Tat Sat,

Agnimurti

( 0434367844)

OLD BLOKES ON LADDERS …and not just blokes either
DIY danger: “It's just not a sensible thing to do when you get older”
Trauma researchers have found that even months after falling from a ladder, patients still
suffer, and plead that Australians be more cautious.
“We’ve had 80 and 90-year-olds up ladders ... they’re used to doing things at home themselves, so they continue doing it past the age where they probably should be delegating to
someone else.
“We see ladder climbing as quite a benign thing to do,” says Dr Helen Ackland, a researcher at the National Trauma
Research Institute. “When someone dies in a car accident we hear about it on the news, when someone dies from
a ladder, it’s not on the news.”
However, that perception does not match up to reality. In 2018, 22 people died in ladder-related falls in Australia –
and for every death, there are dozens of people who suffer from debilitating injuries.
A new study from Queensland University of Technology and Queensland Health has found that, even six months
after falling from a ladder, 49% of patients experienced a clinically significant deterioration in their quality of life,
including depression, anxiety, trouble sleeping and pain.
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HAVE YOU GOT A PORT FAIRY STORY?
If you have a Port Fairy story to tell — about you and your
Port Fairy life—write it up and send it in for a future
newsletter.
Please keep your story to a maximum of 400 words.
And a photo or two would be good.
Any queries—contact Maggie or Kate

TEACHER TRAINING! by Wendy Smyrk
It’s 1971, I’m nineteen and it’s my first teaching post in Port Fairy. I’m living in a flat attached to Dennis
Matthew’s surgery in Sackville Street, backing onto the railway station. I pay $18 a week rent and want to
prove myself as a responsible, level-headed and motivated educator.
We’re taking forty school kids to the Royal Melbourne Show for the day; the train will leave at 6.30 in the
morning and we’ll return by 8pm. I’m quietly excited and a wee bit proud to be included. The hierarchy must
think I’m trustworthy and capable. I lay out my clothes for the morning, making sure I have money, my whistle,
a hanky, a pen and my fags in my bag. Then I make sure to set the alarm.
I struggle into consciousness from a deep sleep, there’s a pounding and a banging, someone’s yelling my name
over and over. I sit bolt upright, look at the clock. Shit! It’s 6.30. I leap out of bed, run to the back door scantily
clad, and fling it open. There’s a whole lot of kids, people, movement and color in my line of vision. Someone
yells, “Wendy! The train’s about to leave-are you coming? We can’t wait!” My God! I race back to my bedroom, try for some sort of order as I fling on my clothes, run a hand through my hair, grab my bag and hurtle
out the back door. The fence at the back of the property is a low cement sheet and timber arrangement. I
straddle it, then leap over, dragging my bag behind me, with one eye on the now moving locomotive! I race the
short distance across the asphalt, grab the carriage door side-rail and heave myself aboard, panting in panic! I
move into the carriage, trying to rearrange my expression into one of controlled calmness. There’s nobody
there! I glimpse movement out of the window; I look - there are lots of people waving at me. I suddenly realize
the train is going the wrong way, it’s heading towards Bank Street. I collapse into the nearest seat trying to get
my brain to work. There’s a loud screech, a bang and a rattling of chains and windows, then the train heads in
the opposite direction and comes to a halt at the platform.
I move gingerly to the outer doorway to try and make sense of what’s happening. The crowd of children,
parents and my three colleagues send up a huge cheer and clap feverishly as I emerge from the carriage. I feel
such an idiot!
Helen takes pity on me and tells me the train was shunting backwards to attach the engine and they would see
the kids on board if I needed a moment to get myself together. I desperately needed a pee and a cup of tea.
But I turn to the nearest parent and remark, “Just checking that the facilities are clean for the children. I’m
happy to say they’re spotless.”
We had a great day at the show and returned home safely. I only managed to misplace one of my ten little
charges whom I collected swiftly from the First Aid Tent after having been paged quite loudly through the P.A.
system at the Melbourne Showgrounds.
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For the wordle addicts…..

We are including updates on the Reardon Theatre films
as so many of our members love the Movies.
See more dates below..
JULY

FRIDAY 17

7.30

JULY FRIDAY 1
JULY

FRIDAY 15

AUG FRIDAY 5
AUG

FRIDAY 19

River
?

Everything, Everywhere,
all at once
?

C’mon C’mon

HOW DO I ENROL IN A COURSE AT U3A?
Most people enrol in U3A Courses in January and June each year before the semesters
begin.
However, if you are new to U3A Port Fairy or if you wish to enrol in a course at any time
during the year - please contact u3aportfairy@gmail.com
with your email and phone details.
Don’t forget to include the name of the course or courses you are interested in.
Your email will be sent to the course co-ordinator and he/she will contact you.
Note — The list of courses is available on our website : www.u3aportfairy.com

SEMESTER BREAK
The first semester finishes at the end of June
We will have a break in July and recommence at the beginning of August.
The 2nd semester finishes at the end of November.

